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Abstract: Immersive virtual reality (iVR) devices are rapidly becoming an important part of our
lives and forming a new way for people to interact with computers and each other. The impact and
consequences of this innovative technology have not yet been satisfactory explored. This empirical
study investigated the cognitive and social aspects of collaboration in a shared, immersive virtual
reality. A unique application for implementing a collaborative immersive virtual environment (CIVE)
was developed by our interdisciplinary team as a software solution for educational purposes, with
two scenarios for learning about hypsography, i.e., explanations of contour line principles. Both
scenarios allow switching between a usual 2D contour map and a 3D model of the corresponding
terrain to increase the intelligibility and clarity of the educational content. Gamification principles
were also applied to both scenarios to augment user engagement during the completion of tasks.
A qualitative research approach was adopted to obtain a deep insight into the lived experience of
users in a CIVE. It was thus possible to form a deep understanding of very new subject matter.
Twelve pairs of participants were observed during their CIVE experience and then interviewed either
in a semistructured interview or a focus group. Data from these three research techniques were
analyzed using interpretative phenomenological analysis, which is research method for studying
individual experience. Four superordinate themes—with detailed descriptions of experiences shared
by numerous participants—emerged as results from the analysis; we called these (1) Appreciation
for having a collaborator, (2) The Surprising “Fun with Maps”, (3) Communication as a challenge,
and (4) Cognition in two realities. The findings of the study indicate the importance of the social
dimension during education in a virtual environment and the effectiveness of dynamic and interactive
3D visualization.
Keywords: immersive virtual reality; collaborative immersive virtual environment; immersion; sense
of presence; telepresence; Head-mounted display; cyberpsychology; human–computer interaction;
collaborative learning; hypsography; contour lines; map literacy
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1. Introduction
Recent rapid and continuous development of immersive VR technology has opened the possibility
for a wide range of applications. Decreasing prices and easy accessibility are factors helping to
distribute these devices to different institutions as well as regular households. Immersive VR finds
a purpose in many fields, for example, in psychotherapy and diagnostics [1–4], cognitive training [5,6],
relaxation [7,8], rehabilitation [9,10], medicine [11,12], training in the industry [13–15], tourism and
cultural heritage [16–18], journalism [19], and sport [20,21]. The rich potential of immersive virtual
reality is also utilized in areas that use geographical data, for example, evacuation planning [22,23],
geospatial data exploration and analysis [24–27], navigation in urban areas [28,29], visualization of
spatial data quality [30], and urban planning [31].
Immersive virtual reality is also significantly employed as an educational tool in many areas. We
can find its educational application in domains such as engineering [32,33], biology [34,35], foreign
languages [36], geometry [37], emergency management [38], physics [39], design [40], geography
and earth sciences in general [41–45], and in other more singular domains such as martial arts [46]
and communication skills training for individuals with autism [47]. Virtual environments including
VR have a long tradition in geographical research and education [48–51], but until recently, user
experiences have only been rarely reported. Several recent studies analyzed the potential benefits of
immersive technologies for education in geography and task solving. Philips et al. [52] examined the
usage of immersive 3D geovisualization and its usefulness in a research-based learning module (flood
risk assessment). The findings of a qualitative student survey showed a range of benefits (improved
orientation in the study area, higher interactivity with the data, and enhanced motivation through
immersive 3D geovisualization) and suggested that an immersive 3D visualization can increase
learning effectiveness in higher education. Focusing specifically on hypsography education using
modern technology, Carrera et al. [53] studied the possibilities of Augmented Reality technology
(AR). They experimented with 63 students and tested the usability of AR to interpret relief (maximum
slope, visibility between points, contour interval, and altitude interpretation). Usability was further
assessed in terms of efficiency (time to accomplish the task), effectiveness (number of mistakes) and
motivation (subjective satisfaction). The results of the study confirmed the enhanced usability of an AR
environment for specific tasks dealing with questions of interpreting relief. None of the aforementioned
studies combined both VR and a collaborative environment.
Merchant et al. [54] distinguish three types of instruction based on virtual reality technology:
simulation, games, and virtual worlds. They conducted a meta-analysis of available empirical studies
using desktop-based virtual reality of all three mentioned types of educational approaches. They
found that games provided the highest learning outcome gain. They defined the important attributes
of educational games, also called serious games [55]. Such games should provide players with sense of
autonomy, identity, and interactivity [56] and enable them to test hypotheses, strategize their moves,
and solve problems [57].
Collaborative learning is a trend in modern pedagogy for improving the quality of educational
outcomes and processes [58–60]. It allows two or more users to interact and solve tasks together—with
a critical approach towards the overly ambiguous definitions often used— and may be defined as
a situation which Dillenbourg [61] (p. 7) described as “particular forms of interaction among people
are expected to occur, which would trigger learning mechanisms.” Dillenbourg himself noted that
the main concern of learning process designers was to find ways of raising the likelihood that certain
types of interaction would occur. What we expected when designing our collaborative immersive
virtual environment (CIVE) application was that students would use conversation to continually build,
monitor, and repair a joint problem solution, as depicted by Dillenbourg [61]. Collaborative learning
principles in college education of technical disciplines were introduced for example by Gokhale [62].
He evaluated the advantages of collaboration in a team of college students and confirmed a positive
feedback of collaboration for analysis and synthesis compering to the traditional individual training.
Another interesting aspect of collaboration within the VR is a distant cooperation of specialists from
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different disciplines solving complex problems like geohazards (tsunamis, landslides, and floods) [63,
64]. Collaborative learning principles applied in college education for technical disciplines were
introduced, for example, by Gokhale [62]. He evaluated the advantages of collaboration in a team
of college students and confirmed the positive feedback of collaboration for analysis and synthesis
compared to traditional individual training. Another interesting aspect of collaboration in VR is the
remote cooperation of specialists from other disciplines engaged in solving complex problems such as
geohazards (tsunamis, landslides, and floods) [63,64].
Computer-supported collaborative learning was introduced in the early 1980s as an overarching
framework for various attempts to design a “technologically sophisticated collaborative learning
environment designed according to cognitive principles” that “could provide advanced support for
a distributed process of inquiry, facilitate advancement of a learning community’s knowledge as well
as transform participants’ epistemic states through a socially distributed process of inquiry” [65] (p.
4). Jackson and Fagan [66] conducted a qualitative study where learning processes were explored
by comparing individual users, two peer users, and student-expert modes. They used an immersive
virtual environment called Global Change World, which is used to educate about concepts concerning
global climate change. Other instances of collaborative learning using immersive virtual reality can be
found in, for example, the domain of martial arts [67], geometry education [68], and training power
system operators [69]. Innovative technologies for collaborative immersive virtual reality may be able
to create a shift in the educational paradigm. Siemens [70] has challenged the traditional learning
theories through his “connectivism” conception and emphasized that people in the digital age are no
longer isolated individuals but located in a network where they continuously interact with human
and nonhuman systems. Learning should be considered a lifelong net-building activity. Horvath [71]
presents a technological solution in the form of a learning environment enabling collaboration in 3D
virtual reality to teach the concept of the memristor.
The main advantage of using immersive virtual reality for educational purposes is overcoming
the boundaries of a specific place and time and having a virtual experimental space [72]. This offers
possibilities which are barely achievable or not possible to build in a classic classroom. Our geography
learning CIVE application offers a high level of interactivity for the user, which was achieved through
iterative testing and development. We also intentionally used gamification principles when creating
instructional tasks in order to facilitate the learning process. Our solution incorporates immersive
virtual reality, real-time social collaboration, and gamification principles. We chose hypsography as
an educational topic, as it is one of the most insufficiently understood areas by our university students
(according to the results of the Faculty of Science entrance exams: error rate was 86% in 2016 and 73%
in 2017). The objective of this study was to describe the cognitive and social tendencies of participants
during collaboration on geography learning tasks by applying the interpretative phenomenological
analysis methodology.
2. Methods
2.1. Materials and Technology
This study utilized a geography education CIVE application developed by our interdisciplinary
team. It makes use of the Unity cross-platform game engine version 2017.3, which facilitates data
loading, real-time rendering, and communication with VR equipment. The CIVE application was
built in a virtual environment described by Doležal, Chmelík & Liarokapis [73]. It is used in
combination with SteamVR for the proper functionality of VR equipment. Authentic geospatial
data were implemented as stimuli in the application. Digital terrain models (DTMs) were used as
the main input data. A fifth-generation digital terrain model (DTM 5G) created by airborne laser
scanning was acquired from the Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre. DTMs in the
application represent various parts of the Czech Republic with a similar relief. Data were transformed
by doubling the vertical values to accentuate the relatively small variation in landscape altitude. DTMs
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were supplemented by contour lines also generated from the DTM data as well as orthophoto images
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in each room. The rooms offered enough space for participants to move around and were sound
insulated from the outside environment.
2.5. Participants
To design and structure the interview questions, one pair of participants was interviewed in the
preparation phase. It was an in-depth phenomenological interview with a pair of “experienced” VR
users conducted after collaboration in the CIVE application. Researchers themselves were involved
as preparation phase participants to gain personal experience with the CIVE and educational tasks.
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3.1. Appreciation for Having a Collaborator
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3.1. Appreciation
Having a Collaborator
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This superordinate theme includes two subthemes which we called ‘Lost without a collaborator’
3.1.1. Lost without
a Collaborator
and ‘Verification
and consensus
with a collaborator’ and are also described below.
A key aspect prevalent throughout the accounts of collaboration was that the participants would

3.1.1.have
Lostfelt
without
a Collaborator
lost without
a collaborator. They expressed doubt as to whether they would be able to solve
thekey
taskaspect
individually.
Collaboration
helped
them solve
tasks. They was
werethat
verythe
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they could
A
prevalent
throughout
the accounts
of the
collaboration
participants
would
talk to their collaborator. Participants talked a lot, which made it easier for them to understand the
have felt lost without a collaborator. They expressed doubt as to whether they would be able to solve
the task individually. Collaboration helped them solve the tasks. They were very happy they could
talk to their collaborator. Participants talked a lot, which made it easier for them to understand the
task. They believed that they would have been staring at the task for a long time if they had not been
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working with a collaborator and would have felt uncertain and stagnated. Participants estimated that
a collaborative solution was more effective than solving the task individually and did not believe that
independent work on this task would have had any benefit (Table 1).
Table 1. Verbatim excerpts of statements by participants: Lost without a collaborator.
P13

“I wouldn’t have managed it myself, so, like, I don’t even have experience with it, so I was
really glad that there was someone with me who would say to me: ‘Yeah, this . . . ’”

P14

“I was quite pleased to hear the other person’s opinion. If I had done it like alone, it might
have been a bit sad ( . . . ) would’ve had to think about whether it was correct, whether I’d
made the right decision. But this way, when I had you and you helped me with it . . . ”
“We were looking at it together and solved it together, because we talked a lot the whole
time, so . . . it seemed more, like, understandable to me.”

P09

“It helped me a lot to have a collaborator, because I would have stared at it for a very long
time and would have been very uncertain, because I was wandering a little in it, so it
helped me a lot when the collaborator said: ‘Let’s just solve it in one minute and go to the
next one’ . . . and that was just great, because we just needed to try it and we tried it.”
“This way, it was even more fun and faster.” “This interaction is always as if time always
flies faster. If I had been there alone, I would have looked around more.”

P12

“If I had been there alone, I would’ve looked half an hour somewhere else where
something else was, but because there were two of us, I focused more on the task, because
you always pulled me back to it.”

3.1.2. Verification and Consensus with the Collaborator
Participants described that as they made decisions about solutions to the task, they usually
consulted their collaborator to verify the answer before submitting it. They sought consensus on the
right solution together. Participants discussed their viewpoints and the specifics of a particular task
which could influence the answer. They talked to the collaborator about which strategy or key they
should use to solve the task. The usual modus operandi among the pairs of participants was to talk
about a strategy for the solution, reach an agreement on the correct answer and then submit it. They
were therefore much more confident when submitting the answer and felt better about it. It also helped
them to inspire each other. When anyone in the dyad discovered a useful strategy, they shared it and
both then used it. Solving the task with a collaborator was reported as more effective. Participants
usually discussed and decided on a solution together (Table 2).
Table 2. Verbatim excerpts of statements by participants: Verification and consensus with
the collaborator.

P04

“I consider collaboration as good, because it verifies that I thought about something. I asked the
collaborator whether he saw it the same way, and he said that he did, and in that case we
submitted it.”

P03

“We just agreed on how to do it.” “It seemed to me as less ambiguous and so we found some . . .
consensus about the right solution, and whether we saw something special about that case.”

P09

“We discussed the task, searched the key which we would establish as a solving strategy, and
using laser pointers, showed each other the things we were currently talking about.”
“We always talked nicely about it, to both agree on it before we completely submitted it.”

P11

P12

“If the collaborator was thinking the same thing I was, then it was easier to submit the answer,
but individually I would maybe have thought about it more or . . . but I think it also helped me
to understand it, because both of us found something relevant and then we both used it further,
so we were enriching each other.”
“I think that thanks to the fact that we evaluated it little by little, the process was more efficient
than it would have been if I had been there alone, then I would either think about it more or
have made more mistakes.”
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3.2. The Surprising “Fun with Maps”
The second superordinate theme relates to the reported level of excitement the participants felt
while working on geospatial tasks in the CIVE application, although most participants verbalized that
they usually did not enjoy working with maps and considered them boring. Moreover, working in
CIVE also enhanced the educational effect.
This superordinate theme includes the two subthemes. Finally, seeing what contour lines represent
in reality and learning a skill to work with maps.
3.2.1. Finally Seeing What Contour Lines Represent in Reality
Many participants explained that thanks to being able to switch the 2D map to the 3D model of
the terrain, which they could examine and walk around freely, an association developed in their minds
between what a contour line looked like on paper and what it represented. Virtual reality helped them
solve the task and see the correct answer more clearly. They found it helpful to use educational tools
for visualization in 3D, for example, raising the terrain’s water level to see how contour lines were
flooded one by one. All of this helped them learn about contour lines and create associations between
2D maps and real 3D terrain (Table 3).
Table 3. Verbatim excerpts of statements by participants: Finally seeing what contour lines represent
in reality.

P03

“On one hand it was great, because now you know where the contours are and what they
look like and stuff, and then the virtual reality is turned on and then it (the 3D model)
emerged, which I think is great.”

P09

“It really was helpful and I could see it in that more clearly . . . It was like it allowed me to
concentrate really well on the task.”

P12

“And I think it really helped us to gain insight, so in the next task our imagination was
better, that we could imagine it better, and that what we created is some model of how
those contours look like in reality.”

P11

“Yes, I think it helped even in understanding what contours actually are, when the person
then really sees it as the real differences in height, that it’s not just lines.”
“In fact, normally a person can’t see it like this, as in that virtual reality.”

P14

“With that flooding, certainly, like flooding, imagining that water, as it rises. When we
evaluated it, it was then easier to shift it and see how the water would rise than if I had to
imagine it on the table.”
“In fact, this can be utilized in many ways, even, like, only in education when a person
imagines how it looks in reality. So this was great.”

3.2.2. Learning a Skill to Work with Maps
An additional and clearly identifiable subtheme which emerged from the analysis relates to the
new skill participants learned for working with maps. Participants explained that they had acquired
a better understanding of contour lines and that if they came across similar tasks in the future, they
would be able to solve it faster. Our educational application was seen as a good learning and training
tool for improving map orientation skill and decreasing the time it occupied. For some participants,
maps were an alien territory, but with our CIVE application, their map orientation skills improved.
Their map reading speed increased and it was now easier for them to imagine terrain (Table 4).
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Table 4. Verbatim excerpts of statements by participants: Learning a skill to work with maps.

P04

(if they had to solve a similar task in the future) “Well, certainly it would be better. On that
level, we wouldn’t be looking at it for five minutes and . . . (participant laughs) . . . and
wouldn’t be trying to understand contours.”

P11

(if they had to solve a similar task in the future) “Like, I would probably be pretty much
orientated in it . . . such good training.”

P03

“We learned to read contours much better, perceive them and search for them even in that
not completely biblical environment, because neither of us is a geographer and we weren’t
used to using contours every day, and that ability to orientate gradually improved.”

P04

“We are certainly a little, or at least I am, someone who doesn’t work very often with
contours. I have oriented myself in that environment, so now I’m on . . . now it would take
me less time to recognize, where the hills and valleys are.”
“I actually didn’t see that terrain at all, so I think that actually for a long time both of us only
looked at it.” “Later we were faster reading the map.”

P13

“Much better, I can imagine it better as, like . . . now I can imagine it better.”

3.3. Communication as a Challenge
The third superordinate theme relates to the effort participants made to communicate their
thoughts and feelings to the collaborator. Participants described that they had to concentrate more on
facilitating communication by the means they had available in the virtual environment.
It includes three subthemes: Absence of avatar faces and invisibility of emotions, limited gestures
via controllers, and having an intangible body.
3.3.1. Absence of Avatar Faces and Invisibility of Emotions
Many participants felt they had limited options when it came to communicating emotions to
their collaborator. One of the first things they noticed was that avatars had no faces. Some of the
participants looked at their collaborator’s avatar when they talked to them, and some did not. Most of
the participants considered faces as important and missed them in the virtual reality environment for
conveying emotion. Besides, participants considered it important to see where their collaborator was
looking. This was possible in our CIVE application, but they were not surprised at being unable to
look their collaborator in the eyes, as they had expected it this way. Some of the participants wondered
whether it would be strange or disturbing if their collaborator’s avatar had some representation of
a face, as there could be discrepancies between what the person was trying to communicate and the
emotions the artificial face managed to convey (Table 5).
Table 5. Verbatim excerpts of statements by participants: Absence of avatar faces and invisibility
of emotions.
P10

(collaborator having no face) “It seemed terribly comic to me, like, when we talked to each
other—that alone made me laugh for a long time.”

P12

“Yes, I had to adjust my ways a little in communicating, for example, gestures and . . .
Basically, we didn’t even see each other’s facial expressions, and facial expressions are also
quite important, so I didn’t see what facial expressions she had . . . when I heard her
laughing, I heard that, but when you can’t see the other person’s eyes, it’s that different.”

P04

“Sometimes I missed those, like, emotions there, that I was, like, smiling (participant laughs)
. . . and there was no way of passing it over and then I always realized that I’m smiling in an
empty room.”

P03

“I considered it important to be able to see where that person was looking or what he was
calculating or something.”

P06

(collaborator having no face) “I probably expected it. I’ve seen it before.” “Natural, it
probably wasn’t . . . (participant laughs) . . . but it was probably not surprising.”
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Table 5. Cont.

P10

“I wonder if it would have been stranger if it had simulated a person even more and then
there was some discrepancy, even like, that it would have had a more realistic face, then it
might have been even stranger.”

P08

“There should rather be a square than a simulation of the shape of a head, or that, as you
said, being deformed, that is probably not what a person really wants, for it to resemble
a person.”

P10

“Maybe it also then even evokes some emotions, and that is probably not what is intended,
for people to act according to it.”

3.3.2. Limited Gestures via Controllers
When participants were asked to describe their experience of communicating with their
collaborator, they often described the need to modify their communications and actions because
they had avatars instead of real bodies. Participants mentioned that the collaborator’s representation
was fine, but if the avatar had been more detailed, it would have been even better, as they wanted to see
their collaborator’s gestures. They would then look at their collaborator during communication more
often. However participants say it was possible to read information from the posture and proximity of
the collaborator’s avatar. They had to think about how to depict something during communication
when the collaborator could not see them fully. It was apparently demanding, but also fun. It required
an unusual style of thinking which required the participants to consider the selection of gestures. They
managed, however, to adapt to the visible parts of their avatar and used only those to communicate
(Table 6).
Table 6. Verbatim excerpts of statements by participants: Limited gestures via controllers.

P04

“To me it seemed okay, but certainly if that avatar functioned better and I could even look at
gestures, then it would be better. That probably . . . like I would use more, I would try to
communicate more and I would even look at him more.”

P12

“That is true, I actually also gestured with my hands and . . . it wasn’t actually being seen . . .
so I had to, like, with that controller.”

P04

“Sometimes I looked where you were standing, but I couldn’t make out a lot from that, and
yeah, I saw for example, that he was currently leaned over the numbers, yeah, and . . .
actually yes, when I think about it, you looked, for example, I saw, that he was currently
leaned over the numbers, so I assumed he was currently solving something.”

P12

“One tries out a little different way of communicating. Maybe he concentrates a little more
on what he’s doing with the hands, legs, what and how he moves and how to communicate
something to the other person, so you have to take into consideration what he sees.”

P11

“Well yeah, well, since it was a little bit more limited with those avatars, as with that, that
there weren’t all the details, then it was a little bit more interesting, so . . . that sometimes
there’s too much detail.” “I actually had to think about it, how to show something
considering that I will not be seen as a whole, and, like, when I show something with my
hands, that the hands actually were not seen.”
“Yeah, I’ve been able to adjust to what is actually visible and somehow just move only with
those things that are visible.”

P12

“So I think a person gets used to it quickly . . . he learns how to work with what he sees.”

3.3.3. Having an Intangible Body
All the participants dealt with the fact that their body in VR was not composed of any physical
material. The situation when the avatars of both participants stood in the same virtual space or when
an avatar stood “inside” a virtual object occurred. The physical area around a participant was always
free, and the decision not to walk through virtual objects was always up to the participant. Participants
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tried to keep a usual personal distance between themselves and the collaborator, even though it was
only an avatar.
Many participants mentioned the problem of obstructing or shadowing each other’s view. When
a collaborator stood in the map, it was quite a big problem and hard for the other person to read
contour lines, but they did not realize they were doing it. Participants usually did not tell each other.
They recognized the problem, but it usually only lasted a few seconds before the collaborator changed
position and they could see the map again.
However, participants mostly did not mind that their avatar was not physical. It only bothered
them at the beginning on account of habit (Table 7).
Table 7. Verbatim excerpts of statements by participants: Having an intangible body.

P04

“When my collaborator appeared in that first room during the first task, and when you, like,
moved to the flags and I stepped out of your way, right, to like make space for you, so in that
moment I was fully aware of the fact that I actually didn’t have to move and that we could
be both there, one through another, but, but I made a step back (participant laughs), because
it seemed a little bit awkward.”

P03

“I guess I would make him space, if I could. I would probably respect the personal zone
even in cyberspace.”

P11

“When I was looking at something and I was, like, leaned over it, like that I was thinking
about something, and since she didn’t see me as a whole, so I thought I wouldn’t be
obstructing and then I found out that I’m obstructing there with my whole body, and that
she didn’t see the map at all.”

P12

“Well, there was such, such a funny thing, when you were standing there somehow through
the table and it wasn’t possible to see through it at all and it was so weird.”
“it was quite a big problem, but it didn’t occur to me at all that I could be shadowing you,
but because we both got in there, that we both walked inside that map since it was difficult
to read, but then I didn’t see those contour numbers or the contour heights actually in that
moment, when the person was standing exactly through the map, that’s true.”
“And we never said to each other: ‘hey please make a step back’.”

P04

“I was dealing with it as with a problem, certainly, but probably in the same moment you
walked further on, so it didn’t bother me anymore.”
“I think it was really a matter of a few seconds.” “The fact that the body actually took up
quite a lot of space was not okay.”
“I found it good that we could place the flags through each other in there, that you could
place them here and I could place it there and you here and that we could cross over each
other like this.”

3.4. Cognition in Two Realities
The fourth and final superordinate theme relates to the cognitive aspects of simultaneously
existing in two realities: objective and virtual reality. Participants were present in objective reality but
also felt the sense of presence in virtual reality.
This superordinate theme includes three subthemes: Where are my legs? Immersion and
involvement in the artificial world and confusion during the return to objective reality.
3.4.1. Where Are My Legs?
This question was asked by one of the participants, while other participants also wondered why
their avatar looked so rudimentary. Many participants could not adapt to not seeing their own legs.
They were strongly conscious of their absence, some even intrigued by it, as they were accustomed to
seeing their legs as they looked down. Most participants would have been happier to have virtual legs
in the virtual environment. By contrast, one participant did not mind that she had no legs, but did not
like that the collaborator was missing legs (Table 8).
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Table 8. Verbatim excerpts of statements by participants: Where are my legs?
“When I put the headset on, I couldn’t get used to, like, that I don’t have any legs, I don’t
have a wristwatch. I was aware of these two things very strongly from self-perception.”
P03

“I found it interesting not to actually see the legs. Because always when I put my glasses on
and look, when a person looks down and he is walking somewhere, then he can see his legs
and now I didn’t see them, so that was interesting to me.”

P08

“It wasn’t very pleasant when I looked down, then I felt that I just have them (legs), but
they’re simply not there.”

P11

“It was quite odd that I was actually in the table, or, like (participant laughs) . . . moving, not
actually seeing my own legs, knowing that the legs are probably right where the table was
(participant laughs) . . . kind of a strange feeling.”

P09

“Maybe just because I didn’t see the legs in there, then I didn’t mind going through the
table.”

P11

“I was quite glad that if the legs had been displayed in there and I saw them go through the
table, then it might have been even stranger.”

3.4.2. Immersion and Involvement in the Artificial World
The experience of being in immersive VR was characterized by the loss of tracking objective
reality and having a stronger sense of presence in the virtual environment. Immersed in VR and
wholly engaged in the task, participants felt a stronger sense of presence in virtual reality. They did
not perceive or think about what may have been happening around them in objective reality. While in
VR, they had no need to be in touch with the outside world. Only when they bumped into something
or heard the experimenter speak did they think about where someone or something was and feel
disoriented (Table 9).
Table 9. Verbatim excerpts of statements by participants: Immersion and involvement in the
artificial world.
P09

“On one hand, I was really, like, immersed in that task and in that activity, and on the other
hand . . . so it was really, like, absorbing for me.”

P13

“Well, I just bumped into something there, but otherwise I had no clue who was doing what in
here.” (in the objective reality room)

P11

“I was actually more in that virtual reality than in the real reality, actually. Sometimes I really
didn’t perceive the real reality, I put myself into it a lot.”

P14

“I actually didn’t have a clue what was actually happening around me.”

P04

“I have to say that I didn’t quite perceive that much.” “Only when I took my headset off did I
find out that I was terribly sweaty under it.” “Then I, like, realized more that it was actually
warm in there.”
“At first I was thinking about what it looked like from the outside, the things we were doing
there, that it must have looked really funny.”

P12

P03

“At the back of my mind I knew that I was, like, in the real reality and that I’m doing those
things others can’t see, but I was also, like, quite able to put myself into it, that I’m simply in
some room without a ceiling and where there’s just some map on the floor.”
“When I was solving it, the task, I perceived more the virtual reality, but when there was
nothing going on at time, then I perceived more the physical world again.”

3.4.3. Confusion during the Return to Objective Reality
All of the participants liked the virtual environment and became accustomed to it, and most did
not want to leave it. Although most of the participants described that they did not have any problems
after taking their headsets off, some described specific feelings and perceptions which they experienced
for a short time after they had returned from VR to objective reality.
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For instance, one participant described how shocked he felt seeing his real hands again after
leaving VR. A moment after leaving VR he felt lightweight and thought he would faint and felt strange
even after some time. The time after exiting VR was more disorienting to him than the time spent
in VR.
As mentioned above, though, most participants described no awkward feelings after taking their
headsets off. They did not need to adapt to objective reality; it was completely normal for them to
return to the objective reality room (Table 10).
Table 10. Verbatim excerpts of statements by participants: Confusion during the return to
objective reality.

P08

“For me it was a shock to see my hands again after I took the headset off, and I had a clear
feeling that when I was standing in that other room, I could simply walk through the person in
there, that my hand could just pass through that person.”
“It’s still strange. For a moment after sitting down, I felt as if I’d pass out.”
“So that one feels lightweight and just feels as if the wall isn’t there, that I could walk through
it. For me, it was probably a much more shocking experience after than with the headset on.
And I wondered how I would feel if I layed down now, because I actually didn’t even see my
hands, I perceived it as those hands when I looked, like: “Wow” and I would probably, I
would certainly not want to willingly go out of the room and go, for example, out onto the
street, because I would be afraid that I, like, can’t control it and that something could happen.”

P11

“Yeah, I liked it there, that I didn’t want to come back, but then when I took the headset off,
then it was actually . . . quite strange, that it was, like, drawn, the real things. So I had to
acclimatize a little bit.”
“It seemed to me that things were a little bit smaller, or as the details displayed there, like in
reality, those details are displayed normally, so it was, like, more detailed.”
“Then I had problems with reality, that it’s, like, too detailed and that I, like, can’t perceive it.
Because in the virtual reality I could perceive everything, because it was simpler, so there were,
like, simple stimuli, but in the genuine reality a person has to distinguish what he actually
perceives, because there’s a lot of it, so that he can no longer see it as an overall picture with all
the things that are actually there. It’s, like, more understandable in there.”
“Yeah, yeah, a little bit yes, just only on those details, that I had to perceive reality again, as to
distinguish what I would actually look at, as I already said. Well, but it was just for a moment
. . . in about three minutes I was okay again. But it wasn’t even unpleasant, so it’s stupid to say
‘okay’, but simply, that I wasn’t even perceiving it anymore after I adapted.”

P12

“I didn’t want to go back, I liked it there very much. It was, like, when I took the headset off, it
was like, like at first unpleasant, until the eyes got used to it, that I was used to that virtual
reality and to that light and to how it looked there, and then I took the headset off and it was,
like, “Ouuu”, a little bit unpleasant.”

4. Discussion
In this section, we discuss the results of our study in the context of referenced literature and
challenge it with our preliminary expectations and recommend further research and applicational
options. The results are already interpretative and deeply descriptive, therefore the discussion to each
subtheme will be concise.
One of the main findings of this study was that participants would have felt lost without
a collaborator and that working in a dyad brought more entertainment and better results. From a social
psychological perspective on collaborative learning [83], collaborators can be explained as providing
social and emotional support to each other, enjoying mutual interaction, and having a positive effect
on satisfaction and results. Participants in our study felt motivated by their collaborator. A social
psychological perspective considers motivation as a precursor to effective cognitive processes during
collaborative learning. Motivation in collaborative learning can be viewed from two points of view.
From a socio-motivational point of view, collaborators are motivated to work together because they
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share the rewards for completing the task. From a social cohesion point of view, cohesiveness arises
between collaborators and draws them into looking after each other and cooperating and working
together. Slavin [84] and Johnson and Johnson [85] discovered that students are more motivated during
collaborative learning than individual learning.
Another important finding is that collaborators debated a lot during the problem-solving process
and sought verification and consensus with their collaborator. From a cognitive perspective on
collaborative learning [86], collaboration with a peer can be explained as achieving better quality
in basic information processing components such as coding, rehearsal and retrieval of information,
activation of strategies and metacognition. Participants in our study claimed it would have taken
them longer to solve the tasks individually. O’Donnell and Dansereau [87] explain that the presence
of collaborator helps the student stay focused on a task and gives them an opportunity to verify
understanding of the subject matter.
According to Webb and Farivar [88], if a student explains the task to the collaborator, it allows the
student to identify flaws in their own reasoning. Collaborative learning and negotiation of meaning
between people can support greater coherence in understanding subject matter [89].
Participants also explained that finally seeing what contour lines represent in reality helped
them gain insight. From the perspective of Piaget’s theory of cognitive development, specifically
of the concept of mental schemas [90], the educational tools implemented in our CIVE application,
which enabled participants to switch between a 2D map and 3D model or to raise water level in the
terrain, served as a means to confront the participant’s understanding of the subject matter. In Piaget’s
terms, participants underwent the process of accommodation, during which their preexisting schemas
were adjusted according to the new experience. The importance of experience was emphasized
both by Piaget’s predecessors as Dewey [91], and his followers, who further elaborated his work:
Kolb [92] understands learning as a circular process of creating knowledge via transformation of
experience. Participants in our study first tried to complete the task on a 2D map. Their assumptions
and understanding were then challenged by the 3D model which visualized their solution. In the case
of an incorrect solution, cognitive conflict or disequilibrium occurs as a result, which drives the student
to reduce this state and to renew equilibrium. The collaborator serves as another potential source of
cognitive conflict. This is in accordance with the general educational approach proposed by Neale,
Smith, and Johnson [93], to first give students an opportunity to create assumptions about the subject
matter and then let them test it against evidence to discover contradictions. This strategy aims to make
students aware of their predictions and present contradictory evidence to create cognitive conflict.
The participants expressed that they had a better understanding of contour lines after the
experiment. Several aspects could contribute to learning a skill to work with maps. One of them is
from the perspective of Vygotsky’s theory of cognitive development [94]. According to his concept of
the zone of proximal development, if a student receives appropriate support during interaction with
another person during the task solving process, they can internalize the process, reorganize cognitive
structures, and develop new competence. This concept resembles the concept of scaffolding, which,
according to Hogan and Pressley [95], is a support enabling a student to solve new tasks, teaches
competence and fades over time. Modern usage of this term often incorporates not only interpersonal
support but also software based educational tools. Our CIVE application provided scaffolding for
learning through problem solving, which according to Guzdial et al. [96] helps students acquire deep
understanding of subject matter and new competence. Our application was also a case of scientific
discovery learning, which Chen and Zhang [97] consider as a learning process during which students
generate and test their hypothesis. In their study, they found a prominent effect of collaborative
scientific discovery learning in VR on intuitive understanding and discovery outcomes. The results of
the study by Okada & Simon [98] show that collaborative discovery learning in pairs is more effective
compared to individual discovery learning.
Participants had problems with the absence of avatar faces and invisibility of emotions.
According to Ekman and Friesen [99], people gather information about another person from four main
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sources in the visual informational channel: the face, tilts of the head, body posture, and skeletal
muscle movements. They described that during conversation people do not continuously look at
a listener but look to determine the listener’s emotions or find out whether they are paying attention,
agreeing, or attempting to respond with their own speaking. The participants of our study did not
have a virtual face and could not make these distinctions. Some of them therefore did not even look at
their collaborator’s face while they were speaking. Most participants, however, missed having a face
as a channel of information and did not know how to substitute its role.
Participants described their experiences with limited gestures via controllers and how they had
to learn to work with it. Tu [100] explained that virtual communication differs from communication in
objective reality. According to him, because of the limited communication channels, participants miss
the clues for social context, and communication may be impersonal or cold. Virtual communication
therefore requires different communication styles and strategies to maintain personal and social
communication. In our study, we observed that participants sought personal contact with their
collaborator, and even though the communication channels were limited, found innovative ways of
using controllers and avatars for communication.
Participants described that having an intangible body created situations of obstructing
each other’s view but did not influence the proximity and personal space rules they followed.
Bailenson et al. [101,102] discovered in several studies that participants seek to maintain the same
interpersonal distance in immersive virtual reality as in objective reality. This is in accordance with
our observations and what participants expressed in the focus group and interviews. They used
their avatars as nonverbal communication tools and kept the same proximity to the collaborator as
they would in objective reality. However, because they did not have full control over the avatar’s
movements and position, obstruction of each other’s view sometimes occurred.
Some participants described strange sensations related to the cognitive discrepancy between their
tactile sensations of objective reality and their visual perception of virtual reality. Some of them asked
themselves Where are my legs? It is important, though, that this was not a case of cybersickness, which,
according to LaViola [103] and Davis, Nesbitt, and Nalivaiko [104], is a type of motion sickness caused
by cognitive discrepancy between the tactile sensations of a static position and the visual perception of
movement. It seems, however, to be based on the same principle of cognitive discrepancy.
A common experience shared by participants was immersion and involvement in the artificial
world. Witmer and Singer [105] describe immersion and involvement as preconditons for a sense
of presence. Immersion as a psychological state can be characterized as perceiving the particular
environment which surrounds us and perceiving self as a part of that environment. In the context
of virtual reality, it means ignoring the medium and being absorbed by the simulation [106].
The participants of our study described losing track of objective reality and not knowing what was
happening around them in objective reality. Involvement occurs as a result of being engaged in
a meaningful task and focusing attention on specific content. Csikszentmihalyi’s [107] well-known
psychological concept of flow describes a similar state characterized by being fully involved and
absorbed in a task, feeling energized focus and enjoyment, and losing a sense of time and space.
The participants of our study described the task as capturing their whole attention and eliminating the
perception of external stimuli. According to Witmer and Singer [105], participants feel a stronger sense
of presence in virtual reality than objective reality as result of both immersion and involvement, which
is precisely what out participants described.
Several participants in our study described their confusion during the return to objective
reality. Two of the participants described states of derealization, which is defined by DSM-5 [83]
as the detachment from a person’s surroundings (world, people, or objects) and experience of the
surroundings as unreal, dreamlike, or visually distorted. Research conducted by Aardema et al. [108]
demonstrated that exposure to immersive VR induces a dissociative experience and temporarily
increases the symptoms of depersonalization and derealization from objective reality.
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5. Conclusions
In this study, we explored the experience of geography learning in a CIVE. The experiment
centered on collaborative learning, development of geography competences and cognitive and
social aspects. The objective was to broaden knowledge and understanding of these areas in
the specific context of a CIVE. Using a uniquely-developed geography learning CIVE application,
twelve participants experienced an educational intervention during which they collaborated in pairs
on geospatial tasks. By means of observation, semistructured interviews, a focus group, and an
interpretative phenomenological analysis, we gained deep insight into the participants’ experiences.
From these data, four superordinate themes emerged, each including the above depicted subthemes.
From these superordinate themes, we concluded the following:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Appreciation for having a collaborator. Collaborative educational interventions have previously
been shown as more efficient than individual task solving [85–87] (among others). Whether this
applies to a VR environment is yet to be empirically tested at a quantitative level, but based on
our study’s results, we may conclude that collaborative VR education has great potential both in
terms of improving learning outcomes and decreasing task related anxiety.
The Surprising “Fun with Maps”. Motivational potential is believed to be one of the greatest
expected advantages of VR educational interventions. As far as we can estimate from the
qualitative analyses, when the topic of the educational session is well chosen, VR offers ways of
exciting learners and making them interested in a topic they would find (or expect to be) boring.
However, such a qualified choice needs to be based on the necessary knowledge of the lesson’s
subject (geography in our case), educational principles and VR technology specifics.
Communication as a challenge. As some participants reported that communication with their
partner was challenging when no facial expressions were transmittable and because gestures
were not precisely transferred into VR, the means of communication in a CIVE appear to be one
of the key topics for future research. However, since we observed that many of the participants
managed to innovate ways of communicating within a relatively short time (approx. 60–120 min),
we believe that in a long-term educational intervention (for example, a regular semester course)
learners would likely adapt and communication would no longer feel challenging. This is also
yet to be confirmed experimentally.
Cognition in two realities. Since some of the participants reported negative or confused feelings
after the VR session during their return to objective reality, some future research challenges have
emerged. The first will be to eliminate the negative impact of VR immersion in some participants.
Predictors of the depersonalization and derealization states need to be identified in order to
provide special care to those learners at risk (or to exclude them from the intervention before they
are allowed to begin). The second and a worthwhile consideration will be to search for ways of
adapting the VR environment or sessions to decrease the risk of such states. However, most of
the participants showed no indications of negative feelings, and hence, the overall results of our
study are more than motivating for further elaboration of the CIVE intervention design.

This IPA-based study identified key areas that may play a key role in using collaborative iVR
technology and suggested its potential benefits and limits in the field of education. In future studies,
quantitative confirmation of the findings will be extensive and include effectiveness comparisons with
traditional tools such as GIS (Parong & Mayer) [109]. Broadening the list of learning tasks is also
yet to be done. Challenges for further research will include the impact of intervening variables such
as the level of user experience with iVR, educational intervention length (repeated measurements),
and interindividual differences (e.g., cognitive style or map literacy).
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://hci.fi.muni.cz/CIVE-papers/Task_
1_Mirror_signals.mp4 (Video S1—task 1) http://hci.fi.muni.cz/CIVE-papers/Task_2_Flooded_valley.mp4
(Video S2—task 2).
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